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Introduction

ranscranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is one of
a number of noninvasive forms of brain stimulation tech-
niques that has been in development over the last few
decades. Noninvasive brain stimulation has two areas of
functionality. First, it can serve as a means of perturbing
the brain, and the consequences of that perturbation can
be observed via subsequent behavioral performance, sub-
jective experience, or brain imaging and electrophysio-
logical measures. This allows TMS to be used both exper-
imentally as a means of exploring neural function and
clinically as a diagnostic and therapeutic tool. TMS has the
great strength of allowing brain/behavior relationships to
be established causally, rather than just as a correlation,
as in the case in brain imaging. Second, because it can
modulate brain function, it has the potential of acting as
a treatment for neuropsychiatric diseases. In this regard,
repetitive TMS was approved by the United States Food
and Drug Administration (US FDA) for the treatment of
major depressive disorder (MDD), and has been reported
to hold promise for other neuropsychiatric disorders
including bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, obsessive-com-
pulsive disorder, and other conditions.1
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Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) can be used to
probe cortical function and treat neuropsychiatric illnesses.
TMS has demonstrated neuroplastic effects akin to long-
term potentiation and long-term depression, and thera-
peutic applications are in development for post-stroke
recovery, Alzheimer’s disease, and depression in seniors.
Here, we discuss two new directions of TMS research rel-
evant to cerebral aging and cognition. First, we introduce
a paradigm for enhancing cognitive reserve, based on our
research in sleep deprivation. Second, we discuss the use
of magnetic seizure therapy (MST) to spare cognitive func-
tions relative to conventional electroconvulsive therapy,
and as a means of providing a more potent antidepres-
sant treatment when subconvulsive TMS has shown mod-
est efficacy in seniors. Whether in the enhancement of
cognition as a treatment goal, or in the reduction of
amnesia as a side effect, these approaches to the use of
TMS and MST merit further exploration regarding their
clinical potential.
© 2013, LLS SAS Dialogues Clin Neurosci. 2013;15:87-98.
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TMS is a noninvasive method of focally altering cortical
brain activity.2 A TMS device emits brief pulses of cur-
rent through a stimulating coil held on the head. The cur-
rent flow lasts less than a millisecond and produces a
rapidly changing magnetic field around the coil. This
magnetic field in turn induces current flow in cortical tis-
sue near the surface of the head that stimulates neurons
in a focal region and modulates neural activity. The mag-
netic field exponentially decreases in strength with dis-
tance as it passes unobstructed through the skull and
brain tissue, effectively depolarizing neurons up to
approximately 2 cm. The effects are not entirely local, as
the depolarized neurons transmit their activity transy-
naptically to connected subcortical and transcortical
regions within functional networks. The actual neurobi-
ologic effects depend on factors such as the intensity of
the magnetic field, the coil shape and its orientation, and
the geometry of the underlying cortex in relation to the
magnetic field. 

Neuroplastic effects of TMS

The neural effects of TMS depend on the frequency of
stimulation. When the frequency of TMS stimulation is
1 Hz or greater, the stimulation is called repetitive TMS
(rTMS). If rTMS is pulsed at a low frequency (about 1
Hz), cortical excitability generally decreases, while
higher-frequency rTMS can increase cortical excitabil-
ity,3 though there are exceptions to this general rule. The
modulation of cortical excitability with rTMS lasts
beyond the stimulating train; typically, the effects of a
series of rTMS trains applied over a 10- to 30-minute
period lasts between approximately 10 and 60 minutes.4,5

This up- or downregulation of cortical excitability
extended beyond the period of stimulation demonstrates

the ability of TMS to affect cortical plasticity. The rate-
dependent nature of this modulation is reminiscent of
long-term potentiation and long-term depression (LTP
and LTD, respectively), which represent the leading
models for the physiological basis of plasticity and mem-
ory, developed by studying the effects of electrical stim-
ulation of hippocampal slices of animals.6 High-fre-
quency (5 to 15 Hz) stimulation trains that increased the
excitability of granule cells from the dentate gyrus for
periods from 30 minutes to 10 hours provided the first
evidence of LTP.7 LTP- and LTD-like plasticity effects
have been found noninvasively in humans with TMS
through examination of motor evoked potentials
(MEPs) generated from stimulation of the primary
motor neurons.4,8,9

Converging evidence using a number of different par-
adigms has substantiated that TMS can result in synap-
tic changes in cortical neurons.10,11 A particular method,
paired associate stimulation (PAS) has been well stud-
ied.10 In PAS, the median nerve in the forearm is elec-
trically stimulated, closely followed by direct TMS
stimulation to the contralateral motor cortex. The tim-
ing between the two stimuli is adjusted such that the
afferent signal from the forearm arrives in the motor
cortex via somatosensory cortex in sync with the deliv-
ery of the TMS pulse. Providing the TMS pulses for 90
stimulus pairs over a half hour significantly increases
subsequent MEP amplitudes for a period of 30 to 60
minutes, and the effects of PAS (rapid evolution, per-
sistence, time-sensitive, and reversible) resemble LTP,
which have been modeled by a Hebbian synaptic
mechanism.12,13 A more direct demonstration of LTP
was evidenced using event-related electroencephalo-
graphic (EEG) potentials (ERPs).8 A 5-Hz rTMS pro-
tocol was used that was a close approximation to the
traditional LTP paradigm. The motor cortex was tar-
geted and the typical potentiation of MEP was found.
Topographic EEG was recorded and ERPs time-
locked to TMS stimuli were potentiated.
In summary, TMS produces neuroplastic effects that are
LTP- and LTD-like in nature, and possibly in mecha-
nism. One caveat raised in a consensus report on TMS
and plasticity suggested that, unlike the PAS paradigm,
the evidence is weak with regard to the mechanisms of
effects of rTMS as used to treat neuropsychiatric ill-
nesses, and that if it is to continue to be used for treat-
ment, investigations into mechanism should become a
priority.11
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Selected abbreviations and acronyms
AD Alzheimer’s disease
LTD long-term depression
LTP long-term potentiation
MEP motor evoked potential
MST magnetic seizure therapy
PAS paired associate stimulation
PD Parkinson’s disease
RT reaction time
rTMS repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation
SD sleep deprivation
TMS transcranial magnetic stimulation
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TMS in geriatric disorders

While the mechanisms of longer-lasting effects of TMS
are still under investigation, there is a large body of evi-
dence in the neuropsychiatric arena that TMS does
indeed result in neuroplastic changes that can improve
therapeutic outcomes (eg, decrease depression severity).
Much of the clinical research with TMS has been con-
ducted in adult cohorts, but it has also been extended to
elderly adults. For instance, investigations have exam-
ined the effects of TMS in geriatric patients with stroke,
Alzheimer’s disease, and MDD.

Post-stroke neurorehabilitation

Neuroplastic changes secondary to physical therapy for
the treatment of stroke have been measured with TMS.
For example, a map of the underlying cortical repre-
sentation of a muscle can be made by measuring the
amplitude of the MEPs resulting from TMS pulses
applied to a grid of select areas over the motor cortex.
These cortical representation maps can then be com-
pared to observe cortical reorganization as a result of
behavioral motor training exercises.14 In addition, MEPs
evoked by TMS can be used to measure inter- and intra-
hemispheric cortical inhibition and excitation, which can
also be used to index neuroplastic changes induced by
various therapies used in post-stroke neurorehabilita-
tion.15,16

Aside from measuring effects of physical therapy, TMS
can be used to directly facilitate its neuroplastic and
therapeutic effects. For example, in a study by Kim et
al,17 the investigators applied trains of 10 Hz rTMS to
patients with hemiparesis who alternately completed
practice trials of a sequential finger motor task in which
they reproduced 7-digit sequences of the numbers 1 to
4 with button presses. Over the course of a session,
patients who received active rTMS, relative to those who
received sham, showed significantly improved move-
ment accuracy and speed.17 Such TMS facilitation has
been repeatedly demonstrated for neurorehabilitation
after stroke.15,18-22 Importantly, a recent study that used
5 Hz rTMS in conjunction with physical therapy across
ten sessions resulted in better clinical improvement
above physical therapy alone that were sustained over a
12-week naturalistic observational follow-up period.23

This provided strong evidence for the potential clinical
usefulness of TMS in post-stroke recovery. 

Beyond recovery of motor function, TMS may also aid
in recovery of language functions in aphasia. In patients
with left frontal lesions, ten sessions of 1 Hz rTMS
applied to the unaffected hemisphere over 2 weeks
resulted in improved picture naming.24 This clinical ben-
efit has been replicated a number of times25,26 and has
been found to persist for at least 2 months after acute
treatment.27 The improvements from 1 Hz rTMS have
been interpreted to result from inhibition of right hemi-
sphere contralesional regions and possible excitation of
undamaged left hemisphere cortex that allows for
remapping of language function in perilesional areas.24,28

Dementia and age-related cognitive decline

Changes in intracortical inhibition and excitation shown
by TMS could serve to distinguish mild cognitive impair-
ment (MCI) from Alzheimer’s disease (AD),29-31 early
stages of AD, and frontotemporal dementia,32 subcorti-
cal vascular dementia,33 and normal and abnormal aging
in general.34 Prior research with TMS has found that AD
is associated with increased motor cortical excitability.35-41

This hyperexcitability may serve as an indicator for a
compensatory mechanism of cortical reorganization in
which secondary motor areas (eg, premotor and supple-
mentary motor cortex) are recruited to help execute
movements.37,41 As such, TMS can play an important role
in enhancing the incremental validity of the neurodiag-
nostic evaluation process for patients with suspected
abnormal cognitive. 
Besides functioning as a diagnostic tool, there are indi-
cations that TMS may directly act to modulate cortex to
improve memory function in elderly patients. For exam-
ple, Sole-Padulles et al42 found that 5 Hz rTMS applied
to the prefrontal cortex significantly enhanced perfor-
mance on a face-name memory task in 40 subjects with
impaired memory who received active but not sham
rTMS. Also, subjects who received active rTMS showed
activity in the occipital and prefrontal regions in post-
compared with prefunctional magnetic resonance imag-
ing (fMRI) that was recorded while they performed the
memory task. This finding suggested that rTMS aided
the recruitment of an additional neural network that led
to enhanced performance. In a study of 15 patients with
probable AD, 0.6 s trains of 20 Hz rTMS was delivered
to the left or right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, during
while the patients were completing a picture naming
task. Active, but not sham rTMS resulted in improved
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accuracy on the task.43 This result was replicated in a
cohort of 24 patients with probable AD, with the addi-
tion that in patients with more severe AD, the rTMS also
enhanced accuracy in naming objects as well as actions.44

The same group of investigators later demonstrated that
rTMS enhanced the language neuronal network (via
stimulation of left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) based
on improved performance on a sentence comprehension
task that was sustained for up to 8 weeks.45

Depression in the elderly

Major depression is a common neuropsychiatric disease
that afflicts elderly adults.46 For adults, research has
found TMS to be efficacious in reducing depressive
symptoms and was approved by the US FDA in 2008 for
the treatment of MDD. The approved treatment consists
of 6 weeks of 10 Hz rTMS sessions applied to the left
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Since MDD is a prevalent
condition among the elderly and its treatment within this
population can be challenging due to medication com-
plications (eg, drug-drug interaction, medication sensi-
tivity), TMS is being explored as an antidepressant strat-
egy. However, a number of studies have not found TMS
to have similar beneficial effects in elderly patients as
has been reported in younger adult populations. For
instance, one open-label study reported that 56% of
young depressed patients responded to rTMS of the left
prefrontal cortex, whereas only 23% of elderly patients
responded with the same treatment.47 Also, three ran-
domized controlled clinical trials found no antidepres-
sant benefit from rTMS in elderly patients,48-50 and a met-
analysis of five clinical TMS trials (four randomized,
double-blind, one open-label) found age to be a nega-
tive predictor of therapeutic benefit.51 These findings
have led some to conclude that rTMS was ineffective for
the treatment of depression in the elderly.52 A more
recent study also reported only modest antidepressant
effects for rTMS in an elderly cohort.53

The null finding of rTMS in treating MDD in elderly
adults may be related to the increased scalp-to-cortex
distance in that population.47 This was suggested because
motor and prefrontal cortex atrophy occurs in elderly
subjects.54 Atrophy inevitably increases scalp to cortical
distance, likely resulting in the need for a stronger stim-
ulus intensity, since magnetic field strength decreases
exponentially as distance increases. Two subsequent
studies that used structure MRI methods found rela-

tionships between the antidepressant effect of TMS and
scalp-to-cortex distance.55,56 Nahas et al54 tested these
ideas by adjusting the TMS dosage by the distance to
prefrontal cortex in a group of older adults, which
resulted in a higher rate of responders than in earlier
studies. One way to compensate for the scalp-to-cortex
distance to improve antidepressant benefit would be to
use a more powerful stimulus, such as used in magnetic
seizure therapy (see below).

TMS and plasticity with aging

As the depression research suggests, changes with aging
may mediate the association between TMS stimulation
and cortical activity, as cortical atrophy with aging can
reduce the delivered dosage of magnetic stimulation.
Independent of distance issues, preclinical models sug-
gest that aging can also reduce the ability of TMS to
induce plasticity. Aging decreases the flexible respon-
siveness of neural systems. For example, LTP induced in
hippocampal slices decays faster in older relative to
younger rats.57 Preclinical research has shown that many
factors, including changes in dendritic morphology, cel-
lular connectivity, calcium ion regulation, and gene
expression, can result in decreased plasticity.58 This
decrease in plasticity can also be directly observed using
TMS. For instance, one study found that 5 days of TMS
(2s 25-Hz trains) enhanced subsequent hippocampal LTP
induction in younger but not older rats.59 Moreover, TMS
reduced the amount of inhibition induced by frequency
dependent stimulation in young but not older animals,
suggesting that the TMS effects were dependent on age.
In humans too, it has been hypothesized that plasticity
decreases across the life span.60 Using one form of highly
efficacious TMS (θ burst stimulation [TBS]) that has
been linked to LDP-like modulation, it was found that
inhibition produced by TBS in the motor cortex
decreased with age.61 Similarly, there was weakened TMS
induced plasticity with age, and little or no enhancement
of MEPs in older adults with the PAS technique.62,63

Cognitive, sensory, and motor functions depend on dis-
tributed cortical and subcortical networks, and their con-
nectivity may be weakened with aging. Consequently, the
loss of plasticity leads to alterations in neural network
dynamics that ultimately play a role in cognitive, sensory
and motor deficits with old age.58 In conjunction with
neuroimaging methods, TMS can be used to study these
age-related changes in connectivity. For example, in a
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study that combined rTMS and positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET), 1 Hz rTMS to the premotor cortex was
found to modulate activity in an extensive motor net-
work that included the premotor, prefrontal, insular, and
parietal cortices, thalamus, striatum, and cerebellum in
young subjects. However, effective connectivity with
brain regions distant from the point of stimulation was
diminished in elderly subjects.64 In another study, subjects
performed a working memory task where they were
required to remember faces and ignore scenes (and vice
versa).65 Through fMRI and EEG recordings when young
subjects performed this task, it was found that, via pre-
frontal top-down control, sensory processing activity was
modulated in fusiform and parahippocampal/lingual
gyrus for face and scene stimuli, respectively. Responses
were enhanced to attended stimuli and inhibited to inter-
fering stimuli. For elderly subjects though, they did not
show inhibitory effects, suggesting that there is increased
difficulty suppressing distracting information with age.
The inhibitory deficits observed in elderly adults can be
simulated in young adults through application of rTMS
to the prefrontal cortex which disrupts the top-down pro-
cessing and behavioral performance.65,66

While the effectiveness of plasticity mechanisms
decreases with age, the brain may compensate to some
degree for loss of function through reorganization. For
example, as mentioned above, motor cortex hyperex-
citability seen with TMS may reflect compensatory activ-
ity in the premotor cortex and SMA to aid voluntary
movements.37,41 In addition, brain imaging has suggested
two possible forms of reorganization in working and
episodic memory, cross hemisphere recruitment (hemi-
spheric asymmetry reduction in older adults: HAROLD)67

and a posterior-anterior shift in activation with aging.68 A
recent study that used 20 Hz rTMS to disrupt verbal
memory processing in left and right prefrontal cortex in
elderly subjects provided causal evidence in favor of
HAROLD-type compensatory processing.69 In general,
TMS may aid both the understanding of compensatory
reorganization in aging, and also in actively aiding remap-
ping of function, as seen in recovery from stroke.27

A model paradigm for fMRI-guided rTMS in
enhancing plasticity in cognitive decline

Cell death predominates as the reason for cognitive
deficits associated with AD, which may be related to
synaptic changes in otherwise intact neural circuitry that

leads to decline in normal aging.70 The application of
TMS to the appropriate circuitry (guided by brain imag-
ing) may be a useful strategy to strengthen aging cir-
cuitry and increase its resilience. However, while long-
lasting improvements using TMS in post-stroke
rehabilitation and in AD cited above are encouraging in
this regard, there have been to date no attempts to use
TMS to improve cognitive decline in the elderly. On the
other hand, TMS has been reported to enhance perfor-
mance in young adults in a number of tasks affected by
aging including choice reaction time,71 picture naming,72

mental rotation of 3-D objects,73 recognition memory,74

and working memory.75 The performance enhancement
caused by TMS in these studies was short-lived and
lasted on average between 10 and 60 minutes.4,76

There has been some indication that increasing the dura-
tion of TMS stimulation may increase the subsequent
duration of beneficial cognitive effects.4 Moreover, as
reported above, repeated sessions of TMS can result in
durable improvements in motor movement post-stroke,
in language function in aphasia, in word recall in AD,
and in mood in depression. Likewise, repeated TMS ses-
sions may also prolong the duration of cognitive bene-
fits.5 In addition, beneficial cognitive effects associated
with TMS might be prolonged via the interaction of the
stimulation with native cortical mechanisms of plasticity
while subjects perform a cognitive task.77 Long-lasting
benefits incorporating such an approach have been
shown in recovery from stroke,22,23,27 including a success-
ful test of Hebbian-based training and TMS.78

Over a series of studies, we tested whether we could use
TMS to boost resilience in a neural network. We did this
by creating a temporary working memory (WM) deficit
in healthy young adults through sleep deprivation, and
attempting to reverse the deficit with TMS. Eighteen
subjects (ages 18 to 35) completed a delayed-match-to-
sample (DMS) WM task, in which a set of 1, 3, or 6 let-
ters was shown to the subject for 3 sec. After a 7-sec
delay period, a probe letter was presented for 3 sec. The
subjects made a differential button press to indicate
whether or not the probe letter was included in the study
set. Initially, sophisticated covariance techniques were
used on fMRI data to determine a cortical network acti-
vated by a working memory task that was sensitive to
sleep deprivation (SD).79 Subjects underwent fMRI
while performing the DMS task before and immediately
after 48 hours of sustained wakefulness (verified by con-
tinuous EEG monitoring). Following sleep deprivation,
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reaction time (RT) and RT variability increased from
baseline levels, along with a drop in accuracy, and the
percentage of non-responses (lapses) increased from 0%
to 30%. Ordinal Trends Analysis (OrT), a newly-devel-
oped multivariate covariance analysis80,81 was applied to
the data from the probe period of the task and identified
an activation pattern whose expression decreased with
sleep deprivation in 17 of 18 subjects. Regions that
decreased their activation were in parietal (Brodmann’s
area [BA] 7 and 40), temporal (BA 37, 38, and 39), and
occipital (BA 18 and 19) lobes. Decreases in pattern
expression were correlated with reductions in recogni-
tion accuracy, increased intraindividual variability in RT,
and increased lapsing. Thus, using OrT analysis we found
a performance-related network whose expression
decreased across two days of sleep deprivation.
As a second step, we systematically explored rTMS para-
meters to optimize modulation of WM performance.75

Active and sham rTMS at 1, 5, or 20 Hz was applied to
either the left dorsolateral prefrontal or midline parietal
cortex during the retention phase of the DMS task in 19
healthy young subjects. The cortical sites were selected
from initial analyses of fMRI data using the DMS task
in non-sleep-deprived subjects. Study set sizes of one and
six letters were used. Only 5 Hz stimulation to the pari-
etal site resulted in a significant decrease in RT without
a corresponding decrease in accuracy. This finding was
replicated in a second study in which 5 Hz rTMS at the
parietal site was applied during the retention phase or
during presentation of the recognition probe in 21 young
subjects. Relative to sham, active rTMS resulted in sig-
nificantly improved RT only in the retention phase.
These results suggested that TMS could improve WM
performance, but only in a manner that is specific to the
timing of stimulation relative to performance of the task,
to the targeted cortical region based on fMRI data, and
to stimulation frequency. 
Building on the knowledge obtained in those studies,
fMRI-guided rTMS was then used to remediate cogni-
tive performance in sleep-deprived individuals. The sub-
jects benefited proportionally to the level of their deficit
in the expression of the previously identified network.82

This suggested that TMS had modulated a cortical net-
work critical to the WM task in a way that improved its
resilience to SD. In 15 participants who had been sleep-
deprived for two days, rTMS was applied at 5 Hz during
the retention phase of the DMS task. The target sites for
stimulation was based on the fMRI network associated

with sleep deprivation-induced performance impair-
ments in this task.79 Three stimulation sites were chosen
and included the upper left occipital and midline pari-
etal cortices, which were parts of this fMRI network, and
the lower left occipital cortex, which was adjacent to the
first occipital site, but outside the fMRI identified net-
work. Stimulation with rTMS on the upper occipital site
resulted in decreased sleep-induced RT deficit without
a corresponding decrease in accuracy. Stimulation of the
other two sites did not produce such benefits. The sub-
jects underwent fMRI scanning while they performed
the task before and after sleep deprivation. The degree
of performance enhancement with upper occipital rTMS
correlated with the degree to which each individual
failed to sustain activation of the fMRI network. A sub-
set of participants (N=11) performed the same rTMS
procedure after recovering from sleep deprivation, and
no effects were found for rTMS. These results demon-
strated that rTMS applied to the superior occipital cor-
tex, part of a WM network sensitive to SD, specifically
reduced the adverse effects of SD on WM performance.
We suggested that a proposed mechanism known as
“post-tetanic facilitation,” which posits that TMS deliv-
ered just prior to task-related neural processing
increases cortical excitability in a way that can enhance
performance under some conditions, may have been
responsible for the facilitation effect with occipital stim-
ulation. 
In the final step, we utilized two proposed methods of
extending rTMS effects (multiple rTMS sessions and
simultaneous task performance and application of tar-
geted rTMS) to a new group of SD subjects and found
that those who received active rTMS did not show the
typical cognitive effects (eg, slowing, lapsing) of SD on
WM.83 Five Hz rTMS was applied to the left occipital site
while subjects performed the DMS task during four ses-
sions over the course of 48 hours of sleep deprivation,
with performance assessed at the beginning and end of
sleep deprivation. Twenty-seven subjects (13 received
active TMS, 14 sham) completed the study protocol.
Another twenty (10 received active TMS, 11 sham) non-
sleep-deprived subjects were included and served as
controls. At the end of the SD period, sham SD subjects
exhibited degraded performance on the WM task, with
slowed RT and lapsing typical of SD. In contrast, those
who received active rTMS performed similarly to the
non-SD controls, and exhibiting a speeding up of RT
attributed to practice in the non-SD controls, and a sig-
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nificantly reduced lapsing rate. Importantly, the active
SD group showed rTMS-induced facilitation of DMS
performance a full 18 hours after the last rTMS session.
All subjects were also tested on a number of other
behavioral tasks; however, the active and sham SD
groups showed equivalent performance. This suggested
that the effects of rTMS were specific to the DMS task.
Two cortical regions distinguished the active and sham
SD groups. The sham group had greater fMRI activation
in the right parahippocampal gyrus, while the active
group had greater activation in a cortical region directly
beneath where the coil had been placed in the TMS ses-
sions. 
The results of the last step indicated that multiple ses-
sions of rTMS applied concurrently with DMS task per-
formance over the course of SD worked to generate suf-
ficient neuroplasticity and subsequent neural changes in
the distributed circuitry involved in processing the DMS
task. This enabled superior cognitive working memory
performance in subjects who received active rTMS a day
after the last rTMS session, presumably long after the
acute action of rTMS wore off at the local site of stim-
ulation. As such, we suggest that fMRI-guided rTMS
increased the resilience of neural circuitry specifically
involved in WM to prevent the full impact of SD. The
TMS paradigm used here may be a useful tool to help
remediate specific cognitive deficits by strengthening
networks vital to particular processing but weakened by
the effects of age.

Magnetic seizure therapy

At subconvulsive levels, TMS has been found to have
modest antidepressant effects, particularly in elderly
populations. One way to overcome this limitation would
be through increasing its dosage into the convulsive
range, given the superior antidepressant potency of elec-
troconvulsive therapy (ECT). While ECT is unparalleled
in efficacy even in elderly populations, its risk of amne-
sia remains a limiting factor, particularly in elderly pop-
ulations. The rationale behind magnetic seizure therapy
(MST) is to preserve the efficacy of ECT while reducing
its risk of amnesia through enhanced focality offered by
magnetic stimulation.84,85 When using subconvulsive TMS,
the accidental induction of a seizure would be deemed
an adverse effect, but under controlled conditions in a
patient under anesthesia, the resultant seizure could con-
fer robust antidepressant properties as seen with ECT.

The conceptualization of MST was based on combining
the unique characteristics of TMS and ECT,86,87 that is,
the use of magnetic pulses that can pass unimpeded
through the scalp and skull of the former, to generate
tonic-clonic seizure activity with known antidepressant
activity of the latter. Moreover, TMS has been found to
have neurocognitive advantages in that it has no known
cognitive adverse effects when used to treat MDD,88 has
been shown to enhance cognitive abilities,89 and has been
found to be beneficial for neurorehabilitative para-
digms.90 Thus, the objectives in developing MST are to
maximize antidepressant benefit and either spare
adverse cognitive effects, or if possible, improve cogni-
tive abilities that are impacted by MDD.84,91

Neurophysiological properties of magnetic seizure
therapy

Computational92,93 and preclinical studies94-96 have well
characterized the neurophysiological properties of MST.
The MST stimulus pulse is a dampened cosine shape in
the ultra-brief wave form range that efficiently results
in neuronal excitation96 with minimal electrical volume
in cortical regions.93 Induction of the electric field and
cerebral seizure activity with MST tends to have limited
spatial distribution that regulates ictal expression, and
is dependent upon a combination of MST technical
parameters (eg, frequency, stimulus duration) and coil
type and orientation.96 This observation was reproduced
in a preclinical study that found electroconvulsive shock
(ECS; bilateral electrode placement) produced more
robust ictal expression and greater postical suppression
on α, β, and θ frequencies relative to MST (50 Hz, bilat-
eral seizure induction).94 However, both conditions
showed similar ictal expression and postictal suppres-
sion of the delta frequency. A follow-up study by
Cycowicz95 that compared ECS and MST administered
with 100 Hz found the former produced greater ictal
power in all frequencies (α, β, δ, θ), which correlated
with decreased processing speed on a neurocognitive
task of orientation. Regarding postical activity, all fre-
quencies with the exception of  showed greatly reduced
magnitude of expression during ECS relative to MST.
This was one of the first studies to correlate the neuro-
physiological characteristics to cognitive function, sub-
stantiating that different modes of convulsive induction
do indeed confer different cognitive phenotypes. In clin-
ical studies, MST has been found have delayed ictal
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EEG activity and similar rates of motor and EEG ictal
activity.97,98 This is in stark contrast to ECT, which shows
quick onset of ictal EEG expression that exceeds motor
seizure activity.99,100

Neurocognitive functioning and magnetic seizure 
therapy

Resultant from its neurophysiological properties, MST
spares penetrance to those cortical regions, particularly
the hippocampus and its connectivity to the prefrontal
cortices, responsible for cognitive functioning. In a pre-
clinical model, it was demonstrated that MST did not
produce neuropathological lesions, nor did it result in
significant glial fibrillary acidic protein immunoreactiv-
ity in the superior frontal gyrus, hippocampal CA1 pyra-
midal layer, or the dentate gyrus molecular layer.101

Moreover, Dwork et al102 showed that MST did not
impact the neurons or glia volume and density in the
hippocampus (CA1 and CA2 regions) and frontal cor-
tex. 
The nonsignificant impact of MST on temporal structures
has been observed in preclinical models that showed
preservation, and in some cases, improved performance
on neurocognitive tasks.103-105 Moscrip et al104 found no
change in neurocognitive performance before and after
50-Hz MST, and Spellman et al105 observed similar find-
ings with 100 Hz MST. Interestingly, two of the subjects
in the latter study that were also in the former showed
improved performance on a measure of learning and
memory suggesting a possible practice effect despite
treatment with MST. This may represent the preservation
of a strategy that the subjects developed in the first study
to solve the neurocognitive task. For example, we found
that stereotypy, a component cognitive process/strategy
based on repetitive sequential selection of a correct spa-
tial pattern sequence, was preserved in subjects after
MST, and resulted in their increased accuracy on a spa-
tial working memory task.103 However, when adminis-
tered ECS, subjects showed decreased stereotypy and
poorer accuracy on the same spatial working memory
measure. Thus, MST allows for the maintenance of com-
ponent cognitive processes/strategies, which are integral
to higher order cognitive functions. Indeed, neuropsy-
chologic research with healthy human subjects has found
strong associations between cognitive strategies and neu-
rocognitive outcome. Importantly, on commonly used
neuropsychologic measures (eg, digit span, category flu-

ency), strategy was more strongly associated with per-
formance than were other demographic factors such as
age and education.106

Antidepressant activity of magnetic seizure therapy

Although still in developmental phases, controlled clin-
ical case reports and series, and one randomized control
trial have found MST to have antidepressant benefits in
patients with MDD or bipolar disorder. Four case reports
that varied in methodologic design through use of vari-
ous coil types (eg, round, butterfly, figure-of-eight), dos-
ing parameters (eg, between 50 Hz and 100 Hz stimula-
tion; 200 to 1000 pulses) and administration of number
of treatment sessions (eg, four to twelve) found patients
maintained global cognitive abilities, had rapid rates of
reorientation recovery, and had corresponding decreased
depression severity.85,107-109 Two case series showed similar
results in patients with MDD.110,111 In the first, only two
MST sessions (provided up to 60 Hz with multiple coil
types) were administered in the context of an acute ECT
course.110 Both treatments resulted in similar decreases in
depression severity, but only in the MST sessions did
patients show quick orientation recovery and preserva-
tion of multiple cognitive abilities including processing
speed, and simple attention and memory. In the second
case series, which followed a similar design as the first, 11
patients received at least one MST session (provided at
100 Hz for 10 seconds with a round coil).111 The study
found that relative to ECT, patients showed quicker
recovery of orientation that was shorter on average by
approximately 15 minutes. To date, a randomized con-
trolled trial found MST (delivered with twin coil, 100 Hz,
up to 600 pulses) and ECT (delivered with 0.5 brief pulse
wave form, right unilateral electrode placement) to be
comparable with regard to antidepressant efficacy and
neurocognitive safety, with the exception that patients in
the MST relative to those in the ECT group showed ear-
lier time to recovery and reorientation, and no adverse
effects (eg, headache, nausea, muscle pain).97 The rates of
response and remission for MST exceeds those reported
for TMS (ie, 15% remission rate) in the treatment of
MDD,112,113 but are less than those reported for ECT (eg,
greater than 80% for acute course).114,115 With continued
development, MST may be able to match the response
the remission rates of ECT, but this will only be impor-
tant should it also maintain its neurocognitive safety or
possible cognitive enhancement properties. 
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Applications of magnetic seizure therapy in vulnerable
populations

As a hybrid between TMS and ECT, MST is being devel-
oped as a neurotherapeutic strategy for the treatment of
major affective disorders. Converging preclinical and
clinical evidence suggests that MST has benign cognitive
effects, and possibly could improve cognitive abilities.91

As such, MST may have applications in vulnerable pop-
ulations with neuropsychiatric diseases including
patients who are elderly or have traumatic brain injury
(TBI) or dementia. Also, given recent findings that TMS
does not impact cognitive functioning in children and
adolescents with MDD, MST too could serve a role if it
is found to be safe in this cohort (Well et al, personal
communication). In elderly adults and those with TBI or
dementia, MST may be able to improve mood-related
disorders and cognitive abilities, or at the very least,
spare impacting cognitive abilities, thereby preventing
long-term adverse cognitive effects. Neurorehabilitative
paradigms may benefit from MST. The comorbidity of
MDD with other neuropsychiatric diseases, particularly
traumatic brain injury (TBI),116 may prohibit the suc-
cessful implementation of neurorehabilitative para-
digms. While ECT has been found to be useful to treat
MDD in TBI cohorts, the deleterious cognitive affects
could minimize the immediate and beneficial use of neu-
rorehabilitation. Hypothetically, MST and neuroreha-
bilitation could be delivered concurrently such that the
patient could experience decreased depression severity

while simultaneously benefiting from improved cogni-
tive abilities. Similar types of strategies are employed
with combined TMS and neurorehabilitative programs. 
Extensive work with MST is required to first empirically
validate its inclusion in the antidepressant psychiatric
armamentarium, and then to further its involvement in
therapeutic strategies for vulnerable populations.
Continued translational investigations will provide
answers to open questions at this time including the
effects of MST on neurogenesis, the relationship
between neurogenesis and neurocognitive and clinical
outcome, and the linkage to functionality. 

Conclusion

Through its function as a probe of cortical activity, mod-
ulator of neuroplasticity, indicator of brain and behavior
causal relationships, and treatment of neuropsychiatric
disease, TMS is a powerful tool for neuroscientific
research and clinical applications. While the past few
decades have aided its development, the upcoming
decades will inform its refinement and take advantage
of its multifunctional properties. Indeed, subconvulsive
TMS and convulsive MST have been found to have ben-
eficial neurocognitive effects, which substantiate their
continued development and employment in the neu-
ropsychiatric arena. ❏
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Aplicaciones de la estimulación magnética
transcraneal y la terapia magneto convulsiva 
en el estudio y tratamiento de los trastornos
relacionados con el envejecimiento cerebral

La estimulación magnética transcraneal (EMT)
puede emplearse para evaluar la función cortical y
tratar enfermedades neuropsiquiátricas. La EMT ha
demostrado efectos neuroplásticos similares a la
potenciación a largo plazo y la depresión a largo
plazo, y están en desarrollo aplicaciones terapéuti-
cas para la recuperación post accidente cerebro vas-
cular, la Enfermedad de Alzheimer y la depresión
en personas de edad avanzada.  En este artículo se
discuten dos nuevas orientaciones de la investiga-
ción en EMT relevantes para el envejecimiento cere-
bral y la cognición. Inicialmente se presenta un
paradigma para reforzar la reserva cognitiva,
basado en la investigación de los autores en priva-
ción de sueño. Luego se discute el empleo de la
terapia magneto convulsiva (TMC) para preservar
funciones cognitivas que se afectan con la terapia
electroconvulsiva convencional, y como una forma
de aportar un tratamiento antidepresivo de mayor
potencial cuando la EMT subconvulsiva ha demos-
trado una pobre eficacia en los ancianos. Si se con-
sidera que el refuerzo de la cognición es un obje-
tivo del tratamiento o que se puede reducir la
amnesia como efecto lateral, es que estas aproxi-
maciones para el empleo de la EMT o la TMC mere-
cen futuras exploraciones relacionadas con su
potencial clínico.

Stimulation magnétique transcrânienne et
magnétoconvulsivothérapie dans l’étude 
et le traitement des troubles liés au 
vieillissement cérébral.

La stimulation magnétique transcrânienne (TMS)
peut être utilisée pour explorer la fonction corticale
et traiter les maladies neuropsychiatriques. La TMS
a montré des effets neuroplastiques analogues à
ceux d’une potentialisation et d’une dépression à
long terme, et des applications thérapeutiques sont
en cours de développement dans la récupération
post-AVC, la maladie d’Alzheimer et la dépression
chez les sujets âgés. Dans cet article, nous analysons
deux nouvelles directions de la recherche en TMS,
pertinentes pour le vieillissement cérébral et la
cognition. Nous introduisons tout d’abord un
modèle d’une réserve cognitive qui se développe,
basé sur notre recherche sur la privation de som-
meil. Puis nous discutons de l’utilisation de la
magnéto-convulsivo-thérapie (MCT) pour épargner
les fonctions cognitives par rapport à l’électrocon-
vulsivothérapie conventionnelle, et comme traite-
ment antidépresseur plus puissant quand la TMS
subconvulsive apparaît modérément efficace chez
les sujets âgés. Que l’on considère l’amélioration de
la cognition comme un but thérapeutique ou la
diminution de l’amnésie comme un effet secon-
daire, la TMS et la MCT méritent d’être approfon-
dies dans leur utilisation compte tenu de leur
potentiel clinique.
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